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ly with space-based satellite, sensor, and laser and particle
beam requirements of-the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI). 

SDI Chief Scientist Dr. Gerold Yonas testified at an Oct. 
11 congressional hearing on nuclear power for space: "Just 
the baseload or housekeeping SDI requirements (i.e., power 
to maintain satellites and sensors in peacetime) are an order 
of magnitude greater in power level than our present experi
ence in space power. The weapons levels power requirements 
(i.e., to fire laser, particle-beam, and other anti-missile 
weapons repeatedly), being 10,000 times greater in power 
level and voltage than present systems, are truly unprece
dented. 

"Breakthroughs, innovative concepts and truly imagina
tive applications of conventional wisdom will be required." 

Genend Electric was awarded the Department of Energy 
contract in October 1984 for tl\e design of an innovative 
modular liquid metal breeder reacto�.to be the focus of the 
government's breeder program after the cancellation of 
the Clinch River plant. GEcompetedwiththree otherU.S. 
nuclear suppliers for this. 39-month contract, which is $6, 
million for the first year. PRISM, Power Rel;\ctor lnber= 

' elitly Safe Module,is about 135-megawatt-electric (MWc) 
electric and designed for factory assembly and transpor
tation to the site on a railroad car. Any' number of modules 
can be grouped at a site, d�nding on the needs of the , 
buyer: � 

The most interesting aspect of this reactor is that it 
incorporates all the advantages of smaller, factory-assem
bled reactors with their passive safety systems, plus it 
breeds enough fuel to feed itself. (It 'does llOt breed fuel 
fQr additional reactors.) PRISM is liquid-metal-oooled with ,) 
a low-pressure, high-boiling-point coolant (sodium). Its 
nuclear envelope or nuclear island is self-contained. and 
the parts are designed to be shop-fabricated, assetnbled� ' 

, and shipped to the plant for rapid installation. Their up
dated design calls for embedding each reactor ilnit in a silo 
un�ground with the steam generator by its side in anOth
er silo. The rest of the plant is conventional in design. 
PRISM is a ,pool-type reactor with simplifled safety sYSt 
terns. 

' Commercial PRISM plants would haye � .. seg-
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The Reagan administration has acted to revive space.nu
clear power development in the United States, which entered 
a prolonged deep-freeze in the early 1970s after Lyndon 
Johnson had cut down the NASA program.in mid-develop
ment. Present plans for reviving space nuclear power, being 
centralized under the SP-l00 program of the DOD, DOE, 
and NASA, are as follows. 

For power requirements in the space exploration pro
grams, and on various satellites, in the range of 1-1 ,000 watts 
of electric power, Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators 
(RTGs) will be used, employing the heat of isotope decay, 
through special thermoelectric materials, to directly generate 
low-power electric current. RTGs are projected to operate at 
6-7% efficiencies. 

" meJits or power blockJj, each with'three PRISM niOdules .. 
The segments would be functionally independent; that is, 
each would have its own intermediate heat transfer system 
Mid steam supply, but the �arious reactors ,would have a 
common tie at the steam drun,l. Low-pressure liquid s0-
dium is circulated through the core by four cartridge-type 
�lectromagnetic pumps. �eat is transferred from the hot 
�. sodiuDl to SOdium in a fully isolated intermediate 

,(,'system bY'llleans of four heat exchangers. These inter-
o . � . p mediate heat exchangers are connected to a common.head-

e{ that leads to a separate steatn generator. 
�'Fhe containment vessel is 19 feet in diameter and 64 

feet high. and the whole assembly (wjthoutfuel) weighs 
950 tons lind is shipable by rail, barge, or rOad. There are 
48 fuel asse�blies in the core, which is about 52 inches in 
diameter and 40 inches high: The breeder blaDket bas 66 
uianium oxide assemblies. The design wjll also accom
mooate the new fuel assembly, proposed and tested by 
'Argonne, wbichavoids many of t,he problems of an; oxide 

," fuel. GE is waiting for two more years of tests dn this 
metal fuel before making a final decision. The COIJ)p8nY 
�S that the latest experiments with oxides are improving 
die oxide fuel as well. PRISM Would have to be refUeled , 

. once a year; it. b�s this fuel at a slightly faster rate, 
Which takes into acCount any losses during the reprocess-

'� ing and fuel fabrication,. ' > , There is a seven .. foot concrete shield around the unit .. 
The :re8ctor has a double containment system, with' the 
�ond vessel t.Q. kCCP'the sodium from leaking if'there is 
an'acc' dent andtbus make sure that the core would always 
be covered. The first containment is the reactor vessel 
itself, which operates under � pressure of one atmospbete. 
A new design feature of PRISM is its passive decay heat 
removal system, called RVAoS. for radiant vessel auxil

' Vi  
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For space power requirements of 1-10 KWe, scientists 
are developing the "dynamic isotope power system" (DIPS), 
which also uses isotope-decay heat, but employs a miniatur
ized vapor-cycle or gas generator, and an alternator, to achieve 
15-20% efficiencies. These Brayton (gas) and Rankine (va
por) cycles have been extensively tested over years, and are 
both reliable and weightcefficient for use in space. 

Requirements of 100-300 KWe are the central target range 
for new space nuclear-power concepts in the SP-IOO Pro
gram; the first-stage analytical work of the program has fo
cused on the development of another type of thermoelectric 
reactor, known as the "out of core" thermoelectric design. 
But for power requirements of "multi-megawatts" power and 
more; the new concepts are yet to be defined. 

ihry cooling' system. RVACS terpoves the reactor'� heat 
whenever tbere,is a loss of qff-site p<>w,e( or the feed�ater, 
"i<.:�'V: . ,' ;,,-,- '-' . � . . _, Y:�' .y"" , .'<;.'''' '' .", .J::". 
or clrculating ,,\yat�r systems faiI� 'Ot there Is . anY,incident 
that causes a loss ,ofthe norm�l energy conversiQnsystelns' 

jn the ' non-nucletrr part oftli� plant. No mechanical de-
t, { ' ..t;-

;�vices-:-dampets, valves, pumps, fans, and soon-are 
N ' .. n_ ; . . ,ct · '-) , " .. i' 
involved. an.d there is no piping to fail.· The shut-down 
heat' path consists .of radiant heat transfet from the react6r 
vesse� to tbe containment vessel," wpere the heat is re
moved by the natural circulation of air between the con
tainmellt vessel and !�e co�crete wall, There is'aIsq a 
series of electrical vaults arOUnd the base of the .reactor to 
provi&' emergency power and automatjc controls to shot 
down the reactor if there is operator failure or equipmel\t 

' malfunction. 
. '  

lrihe intermediate heat transport system is lost, the . '. " " . , 
sOdium temperature increases to a peak of l,1051>f. , �hich 
is less �an the "upset" temperature of the s�iurn (1 ,2,00�). 
'tbus; the reactor core can be, adeqoately cooled. Even in 
"the unlikely event of a blockage of the air flow over the 
containment vesseJ, a safe sodium temperature will be 

,." maintained by radiant heat transfer from' the containment 
vC(�sel to, the concrete shield, GE says. As is the case in 

"the smaller reac�or de�igns, thermal radiation, "a basic 
oI,aw of nature," is thus'used to assure safe shutdow'n "under 

-'all foreseeable conditions. " 
. 

The instalJat ion o(the sys.tem is done using an over
,head crane, enabling the reactor to be moved for resiting 

:or for replacement and decommissioning. Thus the site 
itself �an be reus«d �impfy by inserting a new�. reactor 
module into the Qld . silo . For ea�h three. groups' of three 

, nlodules, there will be one reactor service building, one 
controj/administration building, and one �obile reflJeIing 

� .  " 
rig. The present reference design would construct ,each 
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Reactor prototypes such as the CAREM or the Power 
TRIGA will not directly meet this space power demand; they 
would have to be made much smaller, while still producing 
the same or greater levels of power, particularly in surges. 

I 
But with the SDI, 15-50 MWe of power is the level toward 
which ,space nuclear-power demand is headed (along with 
new reactors of similar power levels to fire anti-missile beam 
weapons from the ground into space), and the two long-range 
demands for these reactors will feed each other's develop
ment. The demand for nuclear power'in space, while under
stood for decades; has not been seen in these ROwer levels 
before, except by those sdentists who have thought of trans
porting nuclear power sources to cplonies 'on the Moon or 
Mars. 
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